
Your device isn’t filtering properly and you’re not meeting standard requirements. 
Adapters are too bulky and other traditional filters aren’t getting the job done 
efficiently. You need a quick, easy solution.

www.eeseal.com

EESeal® EMI filter inserts are your retrofit and production 
answer to any filtering issues from the start. EESeal® easily 
fits any size connector, can be installed using your fingertip in 
seconds, and will survive extreme environmental abuse. 

To learn more about Quell EMI Filter Inserts please visit: www.eeseal.com
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EESeal® Installed in MIL-C-38999-Type Connector

Made with quick, easy-to-install silicone 
rubber. Can be installed even in the field. 

Virtually invisible once installed.

Passes stringent harsh 
environment tests: vibration, shock, 

salt-spray, thermal-cycling, etc.

Adapts to the mating forces within a 
connector. Flexibility allows EESeal® to 

change shape and adapt to misaligned pins.

Custom Made to Fit in 
Any Connector
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HOW EESEAL® WORKS




